
Learning Statements Tier R A G

1 Describe the structure and properties of giant ionic structures F

2 Link the structure of giant ionic structures to it’s properties F

3 Describe the structure and properties of simple covalent structures F

4
Describe the structure and properties of giant covalent structures (including diamond, 

graphite and silica)
F

5
Compare and contrast giant carbon structures (diamond, graphite, graphene and fullerene 

– Buckminster fullerenes and nanotubes as examples)
F

6 Describe how a substance bonds metallically F

7 Link the structure of giant metallic structures to their properties F

8 Write a word equation for a given reaction F

9 Write a balanced symbol equation for a given reaction F

10 Include appropriate state symbols in an equation F

11

Compare the mass of reactants and products when looking at a word equation, linking this 

to the theory of ‘conservation of mass’ (metal and oxygen, thermal decomposition of metal 

carbonates)

F

12 Calculate ‘uncertainty’ for a given set of measurements F

13 Describe the reaction of given metals with oxygen F

14 Describe the reaction of given metals with water F

15
Describe the reactions of given metals with acids (magnesium, zinc and iron with 

hydrochloric and sulphuric acid)
F

16 Predict products from given reactants F

17

Explain these reactions in terms of redox reactions, linking to electrons and the 

species that is oxidised and reduced (HT only)
HT

18 Identify the ions produced by different acids and alkalis F

19 Describe the pH scale and how to test pH using universal indicator or a pH probe
F

20 Explain the difference between a strong and weak acid, giving examples (HT only)
HT

21 Link pH changes to hydrogen ion concentration (HT only) HT

22 Describe neutralisation reactions (alkalis and bases, metal carbonates and acid)
F

23 Deduce the formulae of salts from their given ions F

24 Explain the method for producing soluble salts F

25

RP Making Salts: Prepare a pure dry sample of a soluble salt from an insoluble 

oxide or carbonate
F

26 Recall the ionic equation for neutralisation F

27 Explain how to use a titration to measure the volume of an acid or an alkali
F

28

Calculate masses from balanced symbol equations and link this to limiting 

reactants and the use of a reactant in excess. (HT only)
HT

29 Use evidence to rank metals in order of reactivity F

30 Predict what would happen in a displacement reaction between two substance
F

31 Write ionic half equations for displacement reactions (HT only) HT

32 Link reactivity to how metals are extract from their ore F

33 Describe how electrolysis is carried out F

34 Explain the electrolysis of molten compounds eg. Lead bromide F

35 Predict what is produced at each electrode F

36 Write half equations for the reaction occurring at each electrode (HT only)
HT

37 Explain how electrolysis can be used to extract metals from their ores F
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38

Explain how electrolysis can be used to determine the presence of hydrogen in an 

aqueous solution F

39

RP Electrolysis: Investigate what happens when aqueous solutions are electrolysed 

(including the development of a hypothesis) F


